
RollerMouse Free3 
- Feel the difference in freedom.
The RollerMouse Free3 and Free3 wireless combines pinpoint precision and comfort with low profile design. 
This is the tool for everyone who moves between workstations. Free3 is built low to the desk, making it ideal 
for use with slim, compact keyboards. The high cursor speed lets you move the cursor easily and efficiently 
across large screens – or even multiple monitors. The broad rollerbar makes it simple for you to vary your work 
posture. Simply put, you can work faster and more comfortably.

Speed without compromise 
Improved accuracy and reduced physical strain trans-
late into elevated efficiency. With the RollerMouse 
Free3, you can choose from fully ten cursor speeds, 
starting at 600 and running all the way up to 2,800 
dpi. This means you can move the cursor more quick-
ly and easily over large screens or multiple monitors. 
In short, you can work faster and more accurately.

Broad rollerbar, more relaxed hand 
movements
Two hands are better than one. Working with both hands 
and varying your work posture helps you avoid discom-
fort and prevent aches and pains. The open, more sta-
ble rollerbar gives you fully 35.5 cm of bar to move your 
hands over – more than in any of our previous products. 

Improved workflow, more functions
Free3 features two new forward and back buttons 
that function smoothly with most browsers. And to 
make your workflow even easier, it has a rollerbar 
with a softer click along with a robust aluminium 
bottom plate. The tool thus becomes part of the 
work process, rather than an obstacle to your per-
formance.
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Technical specifications
Width 48,9 cm
Depth 12,1 cm
Height 2,3 cm
Rollerbar width 25 cm
Material on wrist rest Disinfectable leatherette
Integrated wrist rest   Yes
Cursor speed (dpi) 600 - 2800 dpi
Buttons/Functions 9 buttons (7 programmable buttons)
Connection Wired cable or wireless
Driver Plug-and-play. Optional drivers to allow programming 

the buttons available from our support page.
Warranty 2  years from date of purchase
Compatibility OSX & Windows

Functions

A   Copy. The ‘one touch’ copy button. 

B   Left click. Use the large left button to left click. 

C  Paste. The ‘one touch’ paste button.

D  “One touch” double click. Get two clicks in one with the ‘one touch’ double click.

E   Scroll wheel. Move up and down, middle click and auto-scroll lock.

 F   Cursor speed adjustment. Quick and easy speed selection. Get high precision  with a click. Choose between  

cursor speeds ranging from 600 dpi to 2800 dpi. The default setting is 1000 dpi.

G  Right click. Use the large right button to right click

H  Button for navigating forwards.

I  Button for navigating backwards.

J  Rollerbar. Roll the bar up, down, and sideways to move the cursor. 
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